
The Pegasus Tutorial at ADASS23, will be a hands-on session, whereby users will login to
ACCESS Pegasus (https://access.pegasus.isi.edu) to execute Jupyter training notebooks that
walk users through creating, submitting and monitoring workflows using the Pegasus Python
Workflow API.

ACCESS Pegasus is a hosted instance that allows users to run computational workflows across
ACCESS (https://access-ci.org/) resources. For purposes of this tutorial, the users DO NOT
NEED an ACCESS allocation. However, you need to create a user account for yourself, that will
allow you to logon to ACCESS Pegasus to do the training.

Before coming to the tutorial, it is requested that you do

A) If you already have an ACCESS or XSEDE user account, you do not need to create a new
account, just use your account and password to login to ACCESS Pegasus
(http://access.pegasus.isi.edu) .

OR

B) If you do not have an ACCESS or XSEDE user account, then we request that you create
one using the instructions at https://operations.access-ci.org/identity/new-user . When
creating your account, we highly recommend that
● You use Option 1: Register with an existing identity: Using your existing University

/ Organization account when registering with ACCESS simplifies the sign-up process
and enables you to log in to ACCESS using that existing account. With this option,
creating an ACCESS-specific password is optional during registration, and you will also
have the option to create an ACCESS-specific password later if needed.

● Using your existing university account to do the registration, will then enable you to login
to ACCESS Pegasus (https://access.pegasus.isi.edu) using your university credentials.

If your organization/university does not appear in the drop down list, when you attempt to
register for ACCESS for the first time, then complete the registration with
Option 2: Register without an existing identity

Please let Pegasus tutorial presenters Karan Vahi (vahi@isi.edu) and Mats Rynge
(rynge@isi.edu) if you run into any issues creating your ACCESS account.
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